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Northern Explorer Package Giveaway  

Competition Terms and Conditions 

 

Application:  This Competition is promoted by Great Journeys New Zealand (“KIWIRAIL”). 

These Competition Terms and Conditions ("Terms") apply to this competition.  These 

Terms form an agreement between each entrant ("you") and Great Journeys New Zealand 

(“KIWIRAIL”).   Entry into the Competition is deemed acceptance of these Terms.  

Competition Information:  Please see the following information for entry information and 

competition details:  

1. The Competition: Northern Explorer Package Giveaway  

2. Entry Period: Competition runs from 23nd January 2024 – 29th January 8am 2024.  

3. Prize Determination Date: A winner will be chosen at random on 28 January 

2024.  

4. Entry Instructions: Enter the competition by following Great Journeys New 

Zealand and je.travelroute on Instagram, and tagging a friend under the giveaway 

post.   

5. Prize: the prize will consist of;  

1 x Voucher for 2 people to travel on the Best of Wellington package OR A Taste of 

Auckland package (depending on departure city). Valid for 6 months (from the Prize 

Determination Date), travel blackout periods may apply.  

Departing Wellington: https://www.greatjourneysnz.com/short-breaks-and-packages/a-
taste-of-auckland/ 

Departing Auckland: https://www.greatjourneysnz.com/short-breaks-and-packages/the-
best-of-wellington/ 

 

https://smex-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=https%3a%2f%2fwww.greatjourneysnz.com%2fshort%2dbreaks%2dand%2dpackages%2fa%2dtaste%2dof%2dauckland%2f&umid=da374531-90ba-49db-bc7d-a44f190574ad&auth=b8c7f4c11d1562bc9d19e581da7f8e1d175e8cc8-3fe64c5d547f7568ca20ffc8e85ca7c5160cf38e
https://smex-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=https%3a%2f%2fwww.greatjourneysnz.com%2fshort%2dbreaks%2dand%2dpackages%2fa%2dtaste%2dof%2dauckland%2f&umid=da374531-90ba-49db-bc7d-a44f190574ad&auth=b8c7f4c11d1562bc9d19e581da7f8e1d175e8cc8-3fe64c5d547f7568ca20ffc8e85ca7c5160cf38e
https://smex-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=https%3a%2f%2fwww.greatjourneysnz.com%2fshort%2dbreaks%2dand%2dpackages%2fthe%2dbest%2dof%2dwellington%2f&umid=da374531-90ba-49db-bc7d-a44f190574ad&auth=b8c7f4c11d1562bc9d19e581da7f8e1d175e8cc8-2120ec8de1e0a9baa1f498f10f0202145d763677
https://smex-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=https%3a%2f%2fwww.greatjourneysnz.com%2fshort%2dbreaks%2dand%2dpackages%2fthe%2dbest%2dof%2dwellington%2f&umid=da374531-90ba-49db-bc7d-a44f190574ad&auth=b8c7f4c11d1562bc9d19e581da7f8e1d175e8cc8-2120ec8de1e0a9baa1f498f10f0202145d763677
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6. The winner will be contacted on Instagram by direct message and must respond 

within 48 hours of notification of winning. If a response has not been received in 

48 hours, the prize will be forfeited and re-drawn.   

7. Winners must make their own way to the train station. Meals and accommodation 

outside of what is stated on the website inclusions are not provided.   

 

Eligibility:  The Competition is open to anyone over the age of 18 years old at the time of 

entry and that comply with these Terms.  Employees of KIWIRAIL, KIWIRAIL's agents and 

related entities, as well as the immediate families of such employees, are not eligible to 

enter the Competition.   

Entry:  You may enter the Competition by following the Entry Instructions during the 

Entry Period.  If your entry is received by KIWIRAIL outside the Entry Period, or you do not 

follow the Entry Instructions and comply with these Terms, you may be disqualified from 

the Competition.    

Determining and contacting the winner(s):  Unless specified in the Specific Terms, the 

winner of the Prize will be drawn randomly from one entry pool comprising all valid 

entries on the Prize Determination Date.  KIWIRAIL will take reasonable steps to contact 

the winner by using the contact details provided at the time of entry.  However, if 

KIWIRAIL cannot contact a winner within 48 hours of the Prize Determination Date 

(despite reasonable efforts to do so) or if the winner is otherwise unable to accept the 

prize for reasons outside KIWIRAIL's reasonable control, then the winner will forfeit the 

Prize and KIWIRAIL may conduct a redraw and select a new winner (and may continue to 

do this until a winner is selected, contacted, and accepts the Prize in accordance with this 

clause).   

Prizes:  The winner agrees to comply with all KIWIRAIL terms and conditions relating to 

the Prize.  Where the Prize includes travel, KIWIRAIL may impose restrictions on the dates 

of travel and/or black-out periods (e.g. during school holidays).  Prize winners are 

responsible for arranging and paying for all costs associated with the Prize that are not 

explicitly stated in the applicable Prize description (including, without limitation, transfers 

to and from a New Zealand departure point, meals, spending money, insurance and other 

incidentals).  Prizes are not transferrable or exchangeable, cannot be exchanged for cash 

and all components of the Prize must be taken together.  KIWIRAIL reserves the right to 
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replace any Prize with another prize of equivalent or greater value if the Prize becomes 

unavailable for any reason outside KIWIRAIL's reasonable control.   

Promotion:  Acceptance of the Prize is deemed consent for KIWIRAIL to use the winner’s 

details for promotional and media purposes. The winner must make themselves available 

for promotional and publicity purposes on reasonable notice from KIWIRAIL.  KIWIRAIL 

may use all winners' names and photographs for promotional and media purposes 

without compensation and all intellectual property rights including copyright in any such 

promotional material will belong to KIWIRAIL.  

No warranties:  By entering the Competition, you acknowledge and agree that KIWIRAIL 

has not made any representations as to the quality or fitness for purpose of the Prize.   

Liability:  Subject to any applicable law that cannot be excluded, KIWIRAIL, and their 

employees and agents will not be liable for any loss or damage or injury by or to any 

person whatsoever (including but not limited to direct, indirect or consequential loss or 

loss arising from negligence) arising directly or indirectly out of or in connection with the 

Competition or the Prize.  

Without limiting the previous sentence, KIWIRAIL is not responsible for any late, 

misdirected or incorrectly completed entries, or any technical malfunction, delay or loss of 

data that occurs during the administration of the Competition, however caused.  

General:  KIWIRAIL's decisions on all matters regarding the Competition are final and no 

correspondence will be entered in to.  KIWIRAIL may change these Terms at any 

time.  The Terms that apply to you are the Terms that are in effect at the time you enter 

the Competition. KIWIRAIL reserves the right to extend, amend, suspend or terminate 

this Competition at any time without notice.  If KIWIRAIL cannot reasonably run the 

Competition as planned for any reason, KIWIRAIL reserves the right to cancel this 

Competition.   

Personal information:  KIWIRAIL may collect and use personal information about you for 

the purpose of administering the Competition, verifying the validity of entries, contacting 

winners and checking winners' identities, and marketing the goods and services of 

KIWIRAIL. As certain information is required to effectively administer the Competition, if 

you do not provide accurate information where requested, you may be disqualified from 

entry into the Competition.  KIWIRAIL will collect, use and hold your information in 
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accordance with our legal obligations, including under the Privacy Act 1993.  To request 

access to or correction of your personal information, or if you do not wish to be contacted 

for marketing purposes, please contact KIWIRAIL . 

Meta: Where the Competition is run via Instagram, the Competition is in no way 

sponsored, endorsed, or administered by, or associated with Meta Inc., Instagram has no 

liability in connection with the Competition, and any information you provide in 

connection with the Competition is provided to KIWIRAIL, not to Meta.   

 


